UNDUE DELAY WORKERS COMPENSATION TASKFORCE

AGENDA
Thursday, February 13, 2020
4:00 PM in Room 2A of the Legislative Office Building (LOB)

1. Introductions;

2. Public Comment;

3. Discussion regarding the continuation of this Taskforce until 2021;

4. Revision of Form 36 for Respondents CGS 31-296 so a Commissioner’s approval is required to stop and agreed upon authorized prescription or plan of care; Should a time frame for mandatory penalties be established? If Yes, then what are the exceptions? Also, what if anything will the impact be on the Form 43 process if the Form 36 is changed as stated above?

5. Loss Ratio requirement for Worker Compensation plans;

6. Out of state adjuster work load and /or requirements to make sure work is being processed timely;

7. Legislation to collect data on cost shifting particularly by utilizing the CPT codes to address the shift to the ACA and or Medicaid;

8. A proposed definition of “Undue Delay.” See attached definition.

9. Review of how the URCs are used to determine timely access to health care; See also attached memo from Chairman Morelli;

10. Coordination of care between respondents' lawyer and treating physicians to be sure that the provider has the confidence that the care will be covered;

11. Nurse case managers memo dated 7/12/1999;

12. Discussion of our next meeting date;

13. Public Comment